
Introduction

As a chronic infectious disease, dental caries is one of
the most common problems encountered in clinical den-
tistry,1 and shows a very high incidence of over 80% of
all adults in Korea according to the 2006 national survey.2

Early and accurate diagnosis of caries is essential for clini-
cians, who require exact knowledge of the depth of caries
in order to determine the appropriate type of restoration and
treatment planning.3,4 Among the various types of methods
in the diagnosis of caries, probing, visual examination,
intraoral film, and digital sensors are commonly used in
routine clinical practice.5 Such diagnostic methods in the
management of dental caries are used to determine the pre-

sence of caries and its extent, to monitor the course of car-
ies progression, and to evaluate the effectiveness of treat-
ment.6 However, a general observation from a review was
that current methods tended to be more specific than sen-
sitive (that is, their use results in relatively more false nega-
tive findings than false positive findings).7 Actually, sev-
eral studies have shown that between 25% and 42% of car-
ies lesions remain undetected by clinical examination per-
formed without radiographic examination.8-10

When it comes to visual examinations with the adoption
of the International Caries Detection and Assessment Sys-
tem (ICDAS II) clinical criteria in 2005, it has been attempt-
ed to correlate the clinical image of teeth to their histolo-
gical status.11 However, the impact of these criteria on the
diagnostic performance of visual examination is being
examined on a limited number of studies, while the differ-
ences in caries location, lesion extent and experimental set-
up make extrapolation conduction difficult.12-15

In everyday clinical situation, if we exclude the recently
introduced sophisticated methods for diagnosis of carious
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lesion such as fiberoptic transillumination (FOTI), electri-
cal conductance (EC), laser fluorescence, and so on, the ra-
diographic examination is the most frequently recommend-
ed method as a supplement to the clinical inspections.16,17

Regarding proximal non-cavitated caries, in spite of the
variety of diagnostic modalities available, radiography is
the most widely used method.11 Bitewing radiography has
been available for more than 80 years,12,18 while in the
more recent years digital radiographic modalities attempt-
ed to substitute conventional film radiography. The advan-
tages of a digital system are the abilities to manipulate the
image contrast and brightness and to magnify the images.
However, extensive researches regarding conventional and
various digital radiographic modalities failed to detect sig-
nificant differences in their diagnostic performances, only
to show comparable results.19-28

Despite its usefulness, the detection of caries lesions
through conventional radiograph remains rather an elusive
process.29 The limitations inherent in conventional radio-
graphy are mainly due to the 2D representation of caries
lesions, which are 3D structures in reality, and this might
lead to loss of valuable information.30,31 Small lesions re-
main undetected when the relative amount of mineral loss
is low, resulting in low subject and image contrast. More-
over, the radiographic appearance of a lesion can change
dramatically as a function of the chosen projection geome-
try. The replacement of film by digital detectors does not
address these fundamental limitations.21,28,32,33 

Dentistry has largely used the same method of 2D imag-
ing since the first intraoral radiograph obtained in 1896.
According to the review by Tyndall et al,34 only one or two
significant advances in dental imaging have been made
since then in the sense of imaging geometry. These advan-
ces include panoramic imaging and tomography, with the
former being far more useful for dental applications, and
the latter historically being limited primarily to temporo-
mandibular joint and implant site imaging.34

Computed tomography (CT), which was invented by
Hounsfield35 in 1973, is considered as a technical break-
through. It is a well-known medical technique for the
nondestructive examination of internal structures and its
introduction to the dentistry has been revolutionary in the
sense that it can provide true 3D imaging.29 Cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) is a new application of
CT that generates 3D data at lower cost and absorbed
doses than conventional “fan beam” CT found in the prac-
tice of medical field.36 Data from the craniofacial region
are often collected at higher resolution in the axial plane
than those from conventional CT systems.37 In addition,

these systems do require relatively small amount of space
and can easily fit into most dental clinics today. Although
most of the CBCT usage has been confined to the appli-
cations for dental implant placement, orthodontics, sur-
gery, and temporomandibular joint disease38-44 so far, sev-
eral studies focusing on the diagnosis of dental caries
have been reported.34

The aim of this article is to review the brief history of
the usage of 3D concept in diagnosis of the dental caries
and the current status of diagnosis using CBCT. This re-
view builds on the findings of several recent articles relat-
ed to caries diagnosis using CBCT, and seeks to outline
the possible advanced applications that might be used in
the future. 

Materials and Methods

A PubMed search from 1965 up to February of 2011 was
conducted to identify articles published in dental literature,
and limited to human trials, using the search terms “caries”,
“diagnosis”, “3 dimensional”, “tomography”, and “com-
puted tomography”. Manual searches of the bibliographies
of all full text articles and related reviews selected from
the electronic search were also performed.

Results

Early trials to realize the 3D image

An ideal diagnostic tool would enable the clinician to
accurately assess the presence or absence of a lesion, to
quantify its size and depth, and to determine its activity.
Whereas the physics underlying the radiographic image
formation process is well suited for imaging the dental
structures, the sampling level of traditional intraoral imag-
ing is not sufficient to fulfill these requirements. In order
to acquire 3D information, the level of sampling needs to
be increased.29

Earlier attempts have been made to improve the diagno-
sis of dentoalveolar conditions with 3D imaging using vari-
ations of tomosynthesis.34 This has been the underlying
premise of tuned aperture computed tomography (TACT),
which uses a limited number of basis projections to gener-
ate 2D slices at various depths.45 Although TACT provid-
ed some incremental benefit for periodontal and endodon-
tic applications, improvements in caries detection and cha-
racterization were limited to simulated recurrent caries. In
case of proximal lesions, a significant increase in detec-
tion rate could not be demonstrated according to several
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reports.46-52

Unfortunately, TACT has provided limited application
in the practice of dentistry thus far, partly due to the advent
of CBCT, ironically. The development of CBCT has been
innovative because complete (360�) sampling is now pos-
sible without increasing the patient dose to unacceptable
levels.29

A benchtop-based CT device using an intraoral detector
as the image receptor, which was developed by van Daat-
selaar and coworkers,53 was another attempt used in caries
diagnosis. It is referred as a local computed tomography
(LCT), and has similar basic working principles with the
commercial CBCT systems on the market, although it is
not automated. They used a high resolution charge-coupled
device (CCD) detector and rotating turntable with a fixed
anode intraoral radiograph source. Both TACT and LCT
generate a series of images that can be reconstructed into
a series of cross-sectional images. Whereas TACT uses a
fixed object and CCD sensor45 while moving the X-ray
source, LCT uses a fixed CCD sensor and source and a
rotating object.54

In their studies,53-56 they have shown the feasibility of
LCT and the improved accuracy in caries detection com-
pared with conventional radiography. The term, LCT is
somewhat confusing with the local cone-beam computed
tomography (LCBCT), which is frequently used in con-
trast to full volume CBCT. Recently, Kalathingal et al29

used LCT in their research and found no difference in the
detection of carious lesions, however they did find that
LCT was superior for assessment of caries depth. 

Researches using clinical CBCT systems

Astounding speed of development and improvement of
dental imaging technology makes the proper verification
difficult. When it comes to application of clinical CBCT
systems in dental caries research, the study of Akdeniz et
al57 was the first English literature available via Pubmed
search. They found that Accuitomo 3DX (Morita Co. Ltd,
Tokyo, Japan) CBCT system was superior in caries depth
assessment compared with conventional film radiography
or storage phosphor (SP) images. There were many stud-
ies5,6,25,57-61 dealing with the caries researches using clini-
cal CBCT system including the study by Akdeniz et al.57

Caries researches have been traditionally classified accord-
ing to the location of caries lesion. Their studies dealt with
only proximal lesions,5,6,57,59 occlusal lesions exclusively,60

and both proximal and occlusal lesions.25,58,61 Various
CBCT systems with different settings have been used, al-

though Accuitomo 3DX was the most frequently used one.
They were compared with the conventional imaging mo-
dalities which included film radiography and digital intra-
oral radiography using CCD and photostimulable phosphor
(PSP) plates. All the studies were in vitro studies, and they
used premolar and molar teeth with various stages of car-
ies lesions. Intraoral radiographs were taken using paral-
leling technique and rectangular collimation. For compari-
son of film radiography, the film was developed automa-
tically. For the rating of the caries lesions, five-scale score
was used when using histology examinations.

However, aforementioned studies have not been stan-
dardized in every aspect. For conventional imaging modal-
ities, there were differences not only in systems but also
in their X-ray taking environment such as voltage, cur-
rent, exposure time, and focus to film (or receptor) distance.
Regarding these differences, the authors might follow the
manufacturer’s instructions or clinical experiences. Stor-
age method of teeth, the width of acrylic block mimick-
ing the soft tissue, image software and comparison analy-
sis were different among the studies. In addition, the sta-
tus of caries lesion was diverse according to the studies.
Several studies used the image of X-ray microcomputed
tomography (MicroCT) as a gold standard instead of con-
ventional histology. The number of observers was also
different from study to study. Detailed information about
imaging modalities and environments are described in
Tables 1-3.
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Table 1. Product information. The manufacturer’s name follows
the original articles’ description

Kodak Insight (Eastman Kodak company, Rochester, NY, USA)
Kodak Ectaspeed (Eastman Kodak company, Rochester, NY, USA)
Diagora-fmx (Soredex, Tuusula, Finland)
Diagora Optime (Soredex/Orion Corp., Helsinki, Finland)
#2 CCD (E2V Technologies Inc., Elmsford, NY, USA)
Progeny Vision DX (Progeny Dental, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA)
MAX CCD (Benlioğlu Dental, Ankara, Turkey)
3DX Accuitomo (Morita Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
NewTom 3G (Quantitative Radiology, Verona, Italy)
NewTom 9000 (Quantitative Radiology, Verona, Italy)
Kodak 9000 3D (Carestream Health, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA)
Kodak 9500 3D (Carestream Health, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA)
Promax 3D (Planmeca Oy, Helsinki, Finland)
DCT PRO (VATECH, Co., Ltd., Yongin-Si, Korea)
ILUMA (Imtec Imaging, Ardmore, OK, USA)
Gendex 1000 X-ray unit (General Electric Co., Milwaukee, WI, USA)
Gendex Oralix DC X-ray unit (Gendex Dental Systems, Milan, Italy)
HD-70 X-ray unit (Asahi Roentgen Ind. Co., Kyoto, Japan)
Trophy Trex X-ray unit (Croissy, Beaubourg, France)
Trophy ETX X-ray unit (Trophy Radiologie, France)
AET-Orix 70 X-ray unit (Ardet, Buccinasco, Italy)



Methods of comparing analysis

Several studies5,6,59,61 used Az value for comparison
which means area under the receiver operating character-

istic (ROC) analysis. The ROC curve is a fundamental tool
for diagnostic test evaluation. It allows to a complete sen-
sitivity/specificity report. In a ROC curve the true positive
rate (sensitivity) is plotted in function of the false positive
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Table 2. Detailed information about imaging modalities used in studies regarding detection of lesions in approximal surfaces

Research Gold standard Image modalities Additional information

Film (Kodak Ektaspeed)
Trophy ETX X-ray unit, 65 kVP, 8 mA, FFD† 30 cm

Kaypimaz et al61,* Histology PSP (Diagora Optime)
Kodak 9500 FOV (9×15 cm) Voxel size 0.2 mm, Scan time 10.8 s

Kodak E speed

enel et al5 Histology
CCD (Progeny Vision DX) Trophy Trex X-ray unit, 65 kVP, 8 mA, FFD† 20 cm
PSP (Diagora Optime)
ILUMA FOV (21.1×14.2 cm) 120 kVp, 3.8 mA 0.3 mm voxel, Scan time 40 s

NewTom9000 FOV (15×15 cm) 110 kVp, 2.1 mA, Scan time 36 s, Voxel size 0.3 mm, Slice thickness 0.4 mm
3DX Accuitomo FOV (3×4 cm) 80 kVp, 5 mA, Scan time 17.5 s, Voxel size 0.125 mm, Slice thickness 1 mm

Qu et al59 Histology Kodak 9000 3D FOV (5×3.7 cm) 70 kVp, 10 mA, Scan time 24 s, Voxel size 0.076 mm, Slice thickness 0.076 mm
Promax 3D FOV (8×8 cm) 76 kVp, 6 mA, Scan time 18 s, Voxel size 18 mm, Slice thickness 0.32 mm
DCT Pro FOV (20×19 cm) 90 kVp, 3.5 mA, Scan time 24 s, Voxel size 0.322 mm, Slice thickness 1 mm

Young et al58,* MicroCT
CCD (#2 CCD) Gendex 1000 X-ray unit, 70 kVp, 10 mA
3DX accuitomo FOV (4 cm) 80 kVp, 5 mA

PSP (Diagora-fmx) 
Gendex DC X-ray unit, 65 kVp, 10 mA, FFD† 32 cm

Film (Kodak Insight) 

Haiter-Neto et al25,* Histology
NewTom FOV (12 inch) Voxel size 0.36 mm 110 kVp,
NewTom FOV (9 inch) Voxel size 0.25 mm Automated adjusted milliamperes,
NewTom FOV (6 inch) Voxel size 0.16 mm Scan time 36 s
Accuitomo FOV (4 cm) Voxel size 0.125 mm, 60 kVp, Scan time 18 s

Tsuchida et al6 MicroCT
Film (Kodak Insight) HD-70 X-ray unit (60 kVp, 7 mA FFD† 40 cm)
3DX Accuitomo FOV 4 cm 80 kVp, 4 mA, Scan time 18 s

Film (Kodak F-speed)
Gendex Oralix DC X-ray unit (60 kVp, 7 mA FFD† 25 cm)

Akdeniz et al57 Histology Diagora fmx (Soredex)
3DX Accuitomo FOV 4 cm 80 kVp, 1.5 mA, Scan time 17.5 s

* denotes the study dealt with both approximal and occlusal caries lesions.
† denotes the focus to film distance or focus to receptor distance.

S

Table 3. Detailed information about imaging modalities used in studies regarding detection of lesions in occlusal surfaces

Research Gold standard Image modalities Additional information

Film (Kodak Ektaspeed)
Trophy ETX X-ray unit, 65 kVP, 8 mA, FFD† 30 cm

Kaypimaz et al61,* Histology PSP (Diagora Optime)
Kodak 9500 FOV (9×15 cm) Voxel size 0.2 mm, Scan time 10.8 s

Film (Kodak E speed) AET-Orix 70 X-ray unit, 70 kVp, 8 mA, FFD† 20 cm
Voxel size 0.1 mm

Kamburoğlu et al60 Histology
ILUMA FOV (21.1×14.2 cm) Voxel size 0.2 mm 120 kVp, 3.8 mA 0.3 mm voxel, Scan time 40 s

Voxel size 0.3 mm

Young et al58,* MicroCT
CCD (#2 CCD) Gendex 1000 X-ray unit (70 kVp, 10 mA)
3DX accuitomo FOV (4 cm) 80 kVp, 5 mA

PSP (Diagora-fmx)
Gendex DC X-ray unit, 65 kVp, 10 mA, FFD† 32 cm

Film (Kodak Insight)
NewTom FOV (12 inch) Voxel size 0.36 mm 110 kVp,

Haiter-Neto et al25,* Histology
NewTom FOV (9 inch) Voxel size 0.25 mm Automated adjusted milliamperes,
NewTom FOV (6 inch) Voxel size 0.16 mm Scan time 36 s
Accuitomo FOV (4 cm) Voxel size 0.125 mm, 60 kVp, Scan time 18 s

* denotes the study dealt with both approximal and occlusal caries lesions.
† denotes the focus to film distance or focus to receptor distance.



rate (1-specificity) for different cut-off points of a para-
meter.62 Each point on the ROC curve represents a sensi-
tivity/specificity pair corresponding to a particular decision
threshold. The area under the ROC curve, Az, is a measure
of how well a parameter can distinguish between two diag-
nostic groups (diseased/normal).63 Some aforementioned
studies25,58 used sensitivity and specificity for comparing
image modalities, however they did not present the ROC
curve and Az values. 

The study of Kamburoğlu K et al60 introduced the rela-
tive treatment effect (RTE) value as a statistical parameter
according to the lesion depth. A ‘treatment effect’ is the
average causal effect of a binary (0-1) variable on an out-
come variable of scientific or policy interest. The term
‘treatment effect’ originates in a medical literature con-
cerned with the causal effects of binary, yes-or-no ‘treat-
ments’, such as an experimental drug or a new surgical
procedure.64 However, the term is now used much more
generally. 

The study of Akdeniz et al57 is somewhat peculiar in

that it compared the accuracy of determining the depth of
proximal caries lesion, not just the accuracy of detecting
the existence of lesion. Actually, this kind of studies, which
deal with the defining the 3 dimensional region of the car-
ies lesion, are now being actively performed by various
research groups using X-ray microcomputed tomography
instead of CBCT.65

Summary of comparisons 

Tsuchida et al6 used the noncavitated proximal incipient
lesions and found that no significant differences between
CBCT and film images. This result might reflect difficulty
of detecting incipient lesion. 

Haiter-Neto et al25 compared NewTom 3G system with
3 fields of view as a full-volume CBCT with Accuitomo
3DX as a local CBCT (LCBCT). The intraoral radiography
was also compared. The results showed that the NewTom
12-inches and 9-inches images had significantly lower sen-
sitivities than the Accuitomo systems, whereas the New-
Tom 9-inches and 6-inches images had significantly lower
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Table 4. Brief summary of results from studies regarding detection of lesion in approximal surfaces

Research N Observer Image modalities Az Sensitivity Specificity Lesion depth

Film (Kodak Ektaspeed) 0.782±0.0561
Kaypimaz et al61,* 72 2 PSP (Diagora Optime) 0.689±0.0637

Kodak 9500 FOV (9×15 cm) 0.705±0.0627

Kodak E speed 0.835

enel et al5 230 3
CCD (Progeny Vision DX) 0.861
PSP (Diagora Optime) 0.823
ILLUMA FOV (21.1×14.2 cm) 0.883

NewTom9000 FOV 15×15 cm 0.541±0.033
3DX Accuitomo FOV (3×4 cm) 0.555±0.044

Qu et al59 39 7 Kodak 9000 3D FOV (5×3.7 cm) 0.577±0.038
Promax 3D FOV (8×8 cm) 0.545±0.024
DCT Pro FOV (20×19 cm) 0.549±0.028

CCD (#2 CCD)
0.18±0.15 (E) 0.96±0.08 (E)

Young et al58,* 146 8
0.33±0.06 (D) 0.96±0.02 (D)

3DX accuitomo FOV (4 cm)
0.24±0.08 (E) 0.95±0.05 (E)
0.61±0.05 (D) 0.94±0.05 (D)

PSP (Diagora-fmx) 0.17 0.91
Film (Kodak Insight) 0.18 0.92

Haiter-Neto et al25,* 100 6
NewTom FOV (12 inch) 0.13 0.88
NewTom FOV (9 inch) 0.14 0.85
NewTom FOV (6 inch) 0.18 0.84
Accuitomo FOV (4 cm) 0.21 0.89

Tsuchida et al6 50 7
Film (Kodak Insight) 0.633±0.029
3DX Accuitomo FOV 4 cm 0.625±0.018

Film (Kodak F-speed) 0.44 mm (95%CI 1.0-1.8)
Akdeniz et al57 30 2 Diagora fmx (Soredex) 0.7 mm (95%CI 1.2-2.5)

3DX Accuitomo FOV 4 cm 0.5 mm (95%CI 1.4-2.5)

* denotes the study dealt with both approximal and occlusal caries lesions.
(E) means the lesion confined to the Enamel, (D) means the lesion penetrated into the dentin.

S



specificities than the conventional radiography in detect-
ing proximal lesions. The Accuitomo images were report-
ed to be comparable with the conventional radiography.
For occlusal caries detection, this LCBCT system present-
ed a higher sensitivity than the other systems. In addition,
it was determined to be equal to the intraoral systems, how-
ever the overall true score (true positives and negatives)
was not higher for detection of dentinal lesions. 

Young et al58 compared the efficacy of CBCT and con-
ventional CCD image in detecting proximal and occlusal
lesions. They used 3DX Accuitomo systems as a CBCT
and found a significant difference in the average sensiti-
vity score between CBCT and CCD regarding detection
of proximal caries. They concluded that by using CBCT,
it was able to improve the detection of proximal surface
caries extending into the dentin, but not the occlusal caries. 

Currently, there are two types of image detectors em-
ployed in CBCT equipments.59 One is the image intensi-
fier with CCD, and the other is the flat panel detector in-
cluding amorphous silicon flat panel and complementary
metal oxide semiconductor panel. Qu et al59 evaluated the
diagnostic accuracy of approximal lesions among the 5
clinical CBCT systems. The systems showed no statisti-
cal significant difference, and there was no significant dif-
ference between the types of the detectors of CBCT sys-
tems.

Kamburoğlu K et al60 assessed the diagnostic ability of

intraoral digital CCD sensor images and CBCT images at
different voxel resolutions in detection of occlusal caries.
They found that the modalities of imaging performance
were different in deep enamel, superficial dentin, and deep
dentin. However, there was no difference in healthy and
superficial enamel caries groups. They concluded that at
all voxel sizes, CBCT images could be considered a tool
for use in the diagnosis of occlusal caries.

The study by enel et al5 assessed the diagnostic ability
of visual inspection, film, CCD sensor, PSP plate, and
CBCT in the detection of proximal caries. The authors
concluded that all the methods performed similarly in the
detection of proximal caries. 

Kayipmaz et al61 compared the effectiveness of conven-
tional radiograph, PSP plate, and CBCT sytems in deter-
mination of occlusal and approximal caries. In determin-
ing occlusal caries, CBCT was statistically superior to the
other two conventional methods. However, no significant
difference was verified in determining approximal caries. 

Brief summary of results are described in Tables 4 and 5.

Discussion

Until now, only a small amount of research has been
undertaken regarding caries diagnosis using CBCT. Altho-
ugh some studies maintained the superiority or the pro-
mise of using clinical CBCT system for diagnosis of den-

S
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Table 5. Brief summary of results from studies regarding detection of lesion in occlusal surfaces

Research N Observer Image modalities Az Sensitivity Specificity
Relative treatment effect‡

SE DE SD DD H

Film (Kodak Ektaspeed) 0.666±0.0723
Kaypimaz et al61,* 72 2 PSP (Diagora Optime) 0.649±0.0730

Kodak 9500 FOV (9×15 cm) 0.849±0.0554

Max CCD (Benlioğlu dental) 0.26 0.34 0.61 0.67 0.82
Kamburoğlu         

130 3
ILLUMA Voxel size 0.1 mm 0.28 0.44 0.71 0.76 0.82

et al60 ILLUMA Voxel size 0.2 mm 0.29 0.52 0.76 0.79 0.85
ILLUMA Voxel size 0.3 mm 0.31 0.62 0.84 0.85 0.84

CCD (#2 CCD)
0.18±0.20 (E) 0.88±0.18 (E)

Young et al58,* 146 8
0.64±0.10 (D) 0.90±0.07 (D)

3DX accuitomo FOV (4 cm)
0.64±0.15 (E) 0.61±0.18 (E)
0.93±0.06 (D) 0.63±0.16 (D)

PSP (Diagora-fmx) 0.17 0.91
Film (Kodak Insight) 0.18 0.92

Haiter-Neto 
100 6

NewTom FOV (12 inch) 0.13 0.88
et al25,*,§ NewTom FOV (9 inch) 0.14 0.85

NewTom FOV (6 inch) 0.18 0.84
Accuitomo FOV (4 cm) 0.21 0.89

* denotes the study dealt with both approximal and occlusal caries lesions.
§The results of Haiter-Neto et al in this table is not from occlusal lesion exclusively, but from occlusal++approximal surface.
‡ In the subdivisions of Relative Treatment Effect, SE: superficial enamel, DE: deep enamel, SD: superficial dentin, DD: deep dentin, H: healthy



tal caries, we could not find the consensus of the research
up to now. There was a tendency among the studies to
insist that the accuracy of CBCT systems was higher than
the conventional methods in detecting occlusal caries and
deep lesions into the dentin, however evidences are still
insufficient. Sensitivity may increase, but mostly with sim-
ultaneous decrease of specificity. As mentioned above, the
conditions of the experiments were different from study to
study and not standardized. Thus, it is appropriate to say
that whether the CBCT is superior to the conventional
modalities in diagnosis of dental caries is under controver-
sy at this stage. Furthermore, it goes without saying that
the routine use of CBCT system instead of conventional
radiography should not be accepted. 

When considering a comparison of different modalities,
it should be reminded that an increase in efficacy or lack
of thereof does not always mean superiority or inferiority.
We should consider cost, time, and effort. Above all, we
cannot but consider the radiation dose despite the improve-
ment of image. 

The imaging of CBCT has fewer problems of geometric
distortion than those of conventional methods in theory,
thus the real 3D representation of caries lesion was avail-
able, which was impossible before. However, there are
surely several limitations in clinical situations. It should
also be reminded that all the studies mentioned were in
vitro studies. The images were obtained under ideal geo-
metry with no closed contact, cone cut, soft tissues, and
projection distortions. In addition, the presence of any
metal restoration in clinical situations might affect the
quality of CBCT image. Further studies are compulsory
not only to elucidate the accuracy of current systems, but
also to verify and keep face with the future systems includ-
ing in vivo studies.
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